Press Release

50 YEARS OF HISTORY, PASSION, AND EXPERTISE
IN ALL METELLI’S PRODUCTS FOR ORDINARY VEHICLE
MAINTENANCE
Water pump distribution kit, brake discs, and brake pads. Metelli’s extensive range
of spare parts has always been recognized for its high quality and performance.
th

Cologne (BS), 19 November 2013 – Metelli’s product line, based on a 50-year experience is truly
outstanding. Committed to the aftermarket sector and ordinary vehicle maintenance, the Metelli
Group offers support to mechanics, with a wide range of products, including water pump distribution
kits, brake discs, and brake pads.
The ordinary maintenance of a vehicle and the good conditions of its systems are essential for the
integrity and correct functioning of its single components, and directly affect the vehicle’s overall
performance and safety. All materials are subject to a natural ageing process, which is why
manufacturers suggest replacing them regularly, even if the prescribed mileage limit has not been
reached.
Metelli’s aftermarket line includes several products especially designed for ordinary vehicle
maintenance, like the water pump distribution kits, brake discs, and brake pads.
The distribution kit with water pump is an extremely innovative product composed of three elements:
a water pump, a timing belt, and a tensioner. As for all belt transmission systems, adequate
maintenance of the single components is essential: in fact, if maintenance of some parts is neglected,
they might give way or get blocked, causing overload and eventually failure of the components that have
been replaced. This is why it is always recommendable to replace the water pump and the other distribution
organs according to the vehicle’s maintenance schedule. The water pump distribution kit entirely meets
this need, providing a unique solution for the replacement of three different components.
Thanks to the water pump distribution kit, the mechanic can easily identify the components of the distribution
system which need to be replaced. In fact, instead of having to identify the three items separately (water
pump, timing belt, and tensioner), it is sufficient to purchase the kit, avoiding possible assessment mistakes.
Metelli has also developed an innovative brake line for the aftermarket, and recently updated its catalogue
for brake discs and pads, enhancing it with 139 new reference codes for brake discs, and 217 for
brake pads, covering over 13,300 vehicle models, most of them manufactured in Europe.
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Metelli stands out for its extensive range of products, confirming it’s role as major reference point for
professionals and workers in the automotive field and its responsiveness to the constant evolution and
modernization of the motor vehicle industry.

